This paper analyzes four methods for estimating the spatial degrees of freedom (dof ) of a climate field: the 2 method, the Z method, the S method, and the B method. The results show that the B method provides the most accurate estimate of the dof. The 2 method, S method, and Z method yield underestimates when the number of realizations of the field is not sufficiently large or the field's mean and variance vary with respect to spatial location. The dof of the monthly surface temperature field is studied numerically. The B method shows that the dof of the Northern Hemisphere (NH) has an obvious annual cycle, which is around 60 in the winter months and 90 in the summer months. The dof for the Southern Hemisphere (SH) varies between 35 and 50, with large values during its winter months and small ones during its summer months. The dof of the global temperature field demonstrates a similar annual cycle to that of the NH. The dof estimated from the observational data is smaller than that from the GFDL GCM model output of the surface air temperature. In addition, the model output for the SH shows the opposite phase of the seasonal cycle of the dof: large dof in summer and small ones in winter.
Introduction
Because of spatial correlations among different locations (and also temporal autocorrelation at one location), the value of ''spatial degrees of freedom'' or ''effective number of independent sites'' is often less than the number of the spatial grid points in a climate field. If a specific statistic (e.g., variance) of the field is estimated by using a group of independent random variables and the two statistics are made equal, the number of the independent variables is defined as the spatial degrees of freedom (dof ) of the field (Thiébaux and Zwiers 1984) . Therefore, the dof depends on the sample statistic used for its estimation. Many recent papers investigated the methods of dof estimation and their applications (e.g., Jones et al. 1997; Toth 1995; Fraedrich et al. 1995) . The present paper analyzes four methods and uses the most accurate and robust one to calculate the dof of both the observed and GCM-generated monthly surface temperature.
The importance of the dof is twofold. First, the dof is an index of a climate field's complexity. The dof is mainly related to the covariance matrix of the climate field, which can be represented by the superposition of its EOFs and the corresponding variances (Shen et al. 1994 ). The dof is, therefore, a useful index to measure the discrepancy between the GCM output and the observational data (Fraedrich et al. 1995; Van den Dool and Chervin 1986) . Another example is the question of how many stations are needed to measure the global average annual mean surface temperature. Researchers previously believed that an accurate estimate required a large number of observations. Jones et al. (1986a,b) , Hansen and Lebedeff (1987) , and Vinnikov et al. (1990) used more than 500 stations. However, researchers gradually realized that the global surface temperature field has a very low dof. For observed seasonal average temperature, the dof are around 40 (Jones et al. 1997) , and one estimate for GCM output is 135 (Madden et al. 1993) . Jones (1994) showed that the average temperature of the Northern (Southern) Hemisphere estimated with 109 (63) stations was satisfactorily accurate when compared to the results from more than 2000 stations. Shen et al. (1994) showed that the global average annual mean surface temperature can be accurately estimated by using around 60 stations, well distributed on the globe, with an optimal weight for each station. Second, to perform some statistical testings, an a priori knowledge of the dof of the field is needed, such as finding W A N G A N D S H E N the significance of CO 2 -related or solar-related climate changes (Livezey and Chen 1983) . Another example was given by Bell (1986) , showing that for the finite number of realizations of a climate field, the chances of detecting a climate signal is reduced when too many correlated variables or too few independent variables are included in the detection scheme [see Fig. 5 of Bell (1986) ].
At least a half-a-dozen different methods were proposed to estimate a field's dof. Four of them are simple in theory and stable in computation and, hence, have been chosen for analysis in this paper. The first one is based on the idea that the difference between two realizations of a field satisfies a normal distribution; hence, the averaged sum of the squared differences should satisfy the chi-square distribution. Comparing the data distribution of the mean square difference with the distribution function of a chi-square variable with a known dof, the closest fit between the data and the distribution function determines the dof of the field in question (Lorenz 1969; Toth 1995) . Fraedrich et al. (1995) considered the second moment fit and derived an analytic formula of the dof estimation. The second method is based on the binomial distribution (Livezey and Chen 1983) . The third one uses the Fisher Z transformation (Horel 1985 ; Van den Dool and Chervin 1986) . The variance of the correlation coefficient between two realizations of a field after the Fisher Z transformation should be 1/(n Ϫ 3), where n is the number of independent variables in the field (Sachs 1984) . The fourth method is based on the idea of random sampling; that is, the sample mean has less variance than the individual samples do (Smith et al. 1994) .
In addition to the above four methods, other methods exist, such as the correlation decay length method (Jones et al. 1997; Madden et al. 1993 ) and the hyperspheres method (Toth 1995) . In the former method, a homogeneous and isotropic correlation function model is used for the field, and the results of the dof estimation depend upon the correlation function model. However, the true correlation is neither homogeneous nor isotropic and varies with spatial locations (see, e.g., Kim and North 1991) . The hyperspheres method of Toth (1995) fits a distribution function by data and is an alteration of the chi-square method. This paper will investigate only the first four methods and refer to them as the 2 method (chi-square method), the Z method (Z transformation method), the S method (random sampling method), and the B method (binomial distribution method). Rather than discussing the mathematical theory of dof estimation, this paper focuses on the application of these methods. Our objectives are to compare different methods of dof estimation, to propose a plausible method for the dof estimation of a climate field, and to apply this method to the observational data and GCM output. The four methods are compared by using randomly generated data and surface temperature observations. Based on the comparison, a modified B method for dof estimation is proposed. The proposed method is applied to both the observational and GCM output of surface temperature. Comparisons of the dof estimation, between the Northern Hemisphere and the Southern Hemisphere and between the observational data and GCM output, provide further insight into the surface temperature field and the performance of the GCM.
The outline of the paper is as follows. The theories of the four dof estimation methods are briefly presented in section 2. Section 3, using randomly generated data, describes the pros and cons of these four methods. The nature of data used in the analysis is explained in section 4. Section 5 presents the dof estimation from observational surface temperature. The dof estimation from GCM output is given in section 6. The conclusions and discussions are in section 7.
Methods for dof estimation
In this section, we review the four methods for dof estimation investigated in this paper. We use different notations to represent a climate field in order to facilitate our discussion. A climate field can be treated either as the realizations of a group of N dependent random variables or as the realizations of a random vector x with dimension N. In application, a climate field is represented as a two-dimensional matrix [X] with elements x i,t ; i ϭ 1, . . . , N, t ϭ 1, . . . , T; where N is the number of spatial points and T is the number of realizations or the temporal length of the field.
a. The chi-square method
The 2 method (chi-square method) uses the distribution of the squared difference between realizations of a field or between a realization and the climatology. If the difference field is normally distributed at each spatial location, the sum of the squared differences of the field at all spatial locations is a chi-square variable. Lorenz (1969) and Toth (1995) fitted the sum of the squared differences to the chi-square distribution function, which is determined by its dof. The best fit gave the dof of the field. Fraedrich et al. (1995) used the second moment fitting and derived an analytic formula for the dof.
Let X i (i ϭ 1, . . . , N) be normally distributed variables satisfying N(0, 1). The second moment fitting implies that
where is a chi-square variable with its degrees of 2 dof freedom as dof. The right-hand side of the above is
Using the empirical orthogonal function representation of the covariance matrix of these variables, one can have
The above three expressions lead to the following analytic dof-estimation formula:
k kϭ1
where k (k ϭ 1, . . . , N) are the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix. When the number of realizations of a field is not sufficiently large, the replacement of the ensemble average by the arithmetic average of the finite realizations may result in errors in the eigenvalue calculation. The error may be regarded as a perturbation of the eigenvalue due to insufficient ensemble samplings. North et al. (1982) derived a formula for the perturbation,
where M is the number of independent realizations of the climate field. The differential of the formula (2) should yield the perturbation of the dof:
In this way, an estimation of the lower and upper bounds of the dof is obtained:
This formula differs slightly from that of Fraedrich et al. (1995) . Since the result of North et al. (1982) is a perturbation result, the bounds given by (3) can be regarded only as a reference instead of a confidence interval. Generally M is less than the temporal length T and can be estimated by using the method for estimating the effective sample size of a time series (Thièbaux and Zwiers 1984) . A small M produces a large sampling error in the estimation of eigenvalues, hence a large uncertainty in the estimation of the dof. For example, when M is 40, the lower and upper bounds of the dof are
b. The Z method
The pattern correlation coefficients between two realizations of a field after the Fisher Z transformation are from a normally distributed population whose variance depends on the dof of the field (Sachs 1984, 427) . Namely, the variable
is normally distributed, where r is the pattern correlation coefficient between two realizations of the field. The variance of variable is
hence the dof can be estimated if the variance of the Fisher Z transformed pattern correlation coefficient is known. However, computations of the pattern correlation coefficient r between two realizations of the field assume that the climate field at different spatial locations satisfies the same distribution. This homogeneity assumption is often problematic for a true climate field, since it has a different variance and mean at different spatial locations. In our analysis, the standardized climate field (standardized by its mean and standard deviation at each location) is used, such that the transformed data are closer to being homogeneous.
c. The S method
For a group of independent random variables of size n (Y i , i ϭ 1, . . . , n) with mean and variance 2 , the sample mean (1/n) Y i has a variance
In this case, n is the dof of these random variables (since they are independent). For a climate field X i (i ϭ 1, . . . , N) of normal distribution with var(X i ) ϭ and 2 i ͗X i ͘ ϭ i , the variance of the field's average is less than the average of the variance field. The S method assumed that the ratio of the two should be the dof:
where
N Another way to estimate is as follows:
where is the mean of the expected values of all spatial locations. By using X ϭ (1/N)
, the expansion of (10) yields
The m/n in percentage as a function of n for the binomial distribution B(n, p), when p ϭ 0.05, P B ϭ 0.05 such that P(X Ն m) ϭ P B . The abscissa denotes n and the ordinate is m/n in percent.
where cov(X i , X j ) is the covariance between X i and X j . Equating (7) and (10) provides a dof estimate,
(12) Smith et al. (1994) used the method on a global sea surface temperature field. The estimated dof's varied from 5 to 53 for different datasets from a 10-yr period. If the region concerned is not very large, in which case the mean and variance of the field do not vary significantly, the method may be plausible. If the region concerned is hemispheric or global, the method will introduce a large error, so that once again, inhomogeneity causes problems.
d. The B method
The B method estimates the dof of a climate field [X] by using the binomial distribution (Livezey and Chen 1983) . The sample statistic used in the B method is the ratio of the number of successful Bernoulli trials (m 0 , defined later) to the number of spatial points (N ). For a binomial distribution, B(n, p), an m can be decided for a given probability, P B , such that P(X Ն m) ϭ P B . For example, if the number of trials is n ϭ 30, the probability of success for each trial is p ϭ 0.05, and the given probability is P B ϭ 0.05; then B(30, 0.05)(x) dx ϭ 0.05 leads to m ϭ 4.24 and ϱ ∫ 4.24 m/n ϭ 14.13%. The number of independent trials n in the B method is regarded as the number of independent spatial locations, that is, the dof. Hence, the above relationship between m/n and n (see Fig. 1 ) can be used to estimate the dof of the field. The B method's procedure has two steps: (i) using the Monte Carlo method to determine m 0 /N and (ii) using the relation between m/n and n to determine n. The B method uses the significance tests of correlation coefficients as Bernoulli trials. Suppose that a time series R t (t ϭ 1, . . . , T) is randomly generated according to normal distribution N(0, 1), and the correlation coefficient between R t and the climatic data at a given point (i.e., those elements x i,t of [X] when i is a spatial index and t ϭ 1, . . . , T) is calculated. Then the pass or failure of the correlation coefficient test for significance level p is a Bernoulli trial. Using the Monte Carlo simulation, a large number of simulations, say S, provide an estimate of m/n by m 0 /N, where m 0 is estimated from the distribution of Monte Carlo simulations by
Upon obtaining m 0 /N, by equating m 0 /N to m/n, the number of independent grid points can be estimated from the relationship of m/n and n (i.e., dof ϭ n).
In principle, the selection of P B and p does not affect the estimation of the dof. But intuitively, P B and (especially) S should be large so that P B ϫ S is sufficiently large. In the following computation, we select P B as 0.05 and p as 0.05. Figure 1 presents m/n in percentage as a function of n when P B ϭ 0.05 and p ϭ 0.05, demonstrating that a small n (e.g., less than 100) provides relatively large differences in m/n for different n. When n changes from 40 to 60, m/n changes from 12.45% to 10.98%. When n is large, say, greater than 150, the variation of m/n is very small. For example, when n changes from 160 to 180, m/n changes from 8.32% to 8.10%. Thus, for a larger n, the B method will rely on the estimation of m 0 . Since the B method is based on the estimation of m/n in order to provide an estimate of the dof, the number of Monte Carlo simulations should be sufficiently large so that a robust estimate can be achieved. In the next section, further analysis of the influence of the number of Monte Carlo simulations on the dof estimation will be made, and a feasible computational procedure will be proposed.
Comparison of dof estimation methods
Numerical experiments are conducted to compare the accuracy and robustness of dof estimation methods. With the exception of section 3d, for most experiments we start with a 100 ϫ 40 data matrix randomly generated according to standard normal distribution N(0, 1), with 100 as the number of spatial points and 40 as the number of realizations of the field. By definition, the dof of the data matrix is 100.
a. The 2 method
Section 2a pointed out that the sampling errors of the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix may affect dof estimation. A group of numerical experiments were car-VOLUME 12
The means (dots) and standard deviations (short vertical lines beside the dots) of dof estimates using the 2 method for randomly generated standard normal distribution data. The abscissa is the length of data or the number of realizations, and the ordinate denotes dof. The real dof of the data (100) ried out to analyze the effect. In the experiments, the number of realizations of the field was gradually increased from 40 to 1000. For each fixed number of realizations, 100 experiments were conducted by randomly generating a field and estimating its dof by the 2 method. Then the mean and standard deviation of the dof estimates were computed. The mean and standard deviation of the dof estimates are shown in Fig. 2 as functions of the number of realizations, that is, the length of data. Figure 2 indicates that when the length of data is short, a large sampling error results in the eigenvalue estimate of covariance matrix, hence, a large error in dof estimation. When the length of data is 40, the estimated dof is 28. The ratio of the estimated dof and true dof (100) is 0.28. The true dof is not even in the interval of formula (4). As the length of data increases, the estimated dof gradually approaches the true dof. The estimated dof is 91 and very close to the true dof when the length of data is 1000. In all the experiments, the estimated dof's are always less than the true dof. The standard deviation of dof's estimated by the 2 method are generally less than 0.5 when the length of data changes from 40 to 1000, possibly because the 2 method uses an explicit formula for the dof. So for dof estimation of a climate field, the 2 method needs a large number of realizations or a long time series. Unfortunately, the requirement cannot be met by observational data that have a typical length of several decades.
b. The Z and S methods
For the Z method, we still start with a 100 ϫ 40 data matrix, as described in the beginning of section 3. The variance of variable is estimated by using the Fisher Z transformed correlation coefficients, which have a total number of 780 [i.e., ( )] for the data matrix. The 40 2 dof is estimated by formula (6). The above procedure is repeated 100 times. Each time, a new data matrix is randomly generated, and its dof is estimated by the Z method. The mean and standard deviation of the estimated dof's are 102 and 5, respectively. At first, the Z method appears to be a reasonable way to estimate the dof, but when the data for each spatial location does not satisfy N(0, 1), the estimated dof has a significant deviation from the true dof.
A data matrix [F] is generated as
in which i ϭ 1, . . . , 100; t ϭ 1, . a i respectively. The results show that the estimated dof using the Z method for 100 experiments has a mean of 57 and a standard deviation of 5. The ratio of the estimated dof to the true value (100) is 0.57. If the 2 method is used in this experiment, the estimated dof is 28. The experiment shows that if the mean and variance change with spatial location, the estimated dof using the Z method will have a significant error. An interesting point is that both the Z method and 2 method cause an underestimation.
For the S method, the experiment with a 100 ϫ 40 data matrix is also conducted. The mean and standard deviation of dof estimates for data satisfying standard normal distribution are 108 and 26, respectively. However, if the data generated according to formula (14) are used, the mean and standard deviation of dof estimates are 82 and 11. For a climate field in which mean and variance change with spatial location, the S method also yields a dof estimate with a large error.
c. The B method
As section 2 points out, dof estimation using the B method may be influenced by the estimation of m/n, especially when the number of Monte Carlo simulations is not large enough. In the following experiment, the number of Monte Carlo simulations is increased gradually from 100 to 3000. For each fixed number of Monte Carlo simulations, the estimation is repeated 100 times for the same field. The mean and standard deviation of the estimated dof's are shown in Fig. 3 as functions of the number of Monte Carlo simulations. For a 100 ϫ 40 dataset when the number of Monte Carlo simulations is 100, the mean and standard deviation of the estimated dof are, respectively, 106 and 24. When the number of Monte Carlo simulations increases, the estimated dof moves even closer to the true dof. The mean and standard deviation of the estimated dof's are 99 and 5 when the number of Monte Carlo simulations is 3000.
Another interesting feature of Fig. 3 is that while the
The means (dots) and standard deviations (vertical lines) of dof estimates obtained by the B method for a randomly generated standard normal distribution data matrix (100 ϫ 40) with a different number of Monte Carlo simulations. The abscissa denotes the number of Monte Carlo simulations, and the ordinate is the dof. The real dof is shown as a straight line.
2 method, Z method, and S method yield very low underestimates of the dof, when the length of data is not sufficiently long or the mean and variance of the field change with spatial location, the B method can provide more accurate dof estimates. It should also be noted that for the data matrix generated according to formula (14), the mean and standard deviation of the estimated dof's provided by the B method are 101 and 7, with the number of Monte Carlo simulations as 1000 and estimation being repeated 100 times.
A relatively large number of Monte Carlo simulations provides more accurate dof estimates with less standard deviations, but the CPU time needed also increases rapidly, especially when thousands of spatial points are involved. When the number of Monte Carlo simulations increases from 1000 to 3000, however, the standard deviation of dof estimates changes very little (from 8 to 5). Therefore, the application of the B method does not require a very large number of Monte Carlo simulations; rather, one may reasonably repeat the estimation process many times and compute the mean and standard deviation of the dof estimate.
d. Comparison using multivariate data
The experiments in previous sections are for a special case since the data's correlation matrix is an identity one. In this section, the general multivariate data are used. They are realizations from a simplified vector autoregressive process,
in which x t and x tϪ1 are column vectors with dimension N and ⑀ t is a column vector of independent standard normal distribution with dimension N. Obviously, a data matrix [X] , which is defined in the first paragraph of section 2, generated this way has a dof less than N, that is, 100 in this section.
As pointed out in Wilks (1997) , the (unlagged) correlation matrix of
T . Since is a constant, the lag-1 autocorrelation matrix is symmetric and proportional to [R 0 ]. The correlation matrix [R 0 ] has as its elements
In our experiment, we select s 1 ϭ 0.8 and s 2 ϭ Ϫ0. [X] is N ϫ T with N ϭ 100 but different temporal lengths: T ϭ 40, 100, 200, 300, and 1000. The means and standard deviations of the 30 estimated dof's are shown in Table 1 . The table demonstrates that when the number of realizations increases, the estimated dof's provided by different methods gradually converge to certain limits. For example, the B method's limit is 73 and the 2 method's limit is 56, which are the true dof estimates for the corresponding methods. Since different dof estimation methods use different sample statistics, it is not surprising that the different methods yield different dof estimates, as in the case of estimating the effective sample size for time series data (Thiébaux and Zwiers 1984; Trenberth 1984) . Table 1 also indicates that the temporal length T significantly affects the dof estimation by the 2 method. For example, when ϭ 0, the dof estimate provided by the 2 method is 24 when the temporal length is 40. When the temporal length is 1000, the dof estimate is 53, close to the true dof 56. But for the B method, the dof estimate does not sensitively depend on the temporal length T. The maximum dof estimate using the B method for different temporal lengths is 77, and the minimum is 67. In any event, when the temporal length T is large, say 1000, all the estimated dof's approach certain limits.
Not surprisingly, if the lag-1 autocorrelation is included in the vector autoregressive process ( ϭ 0.3), dof estimates for the B method, 2 method, and Z method decrease, especially when the temporal length is 40.
. The mean and standard deviation of estimated spatial degrees of freedom for 30 multivariate data matrices generated according to the same covariance matrix and lag-1 autocorrelation. The number of spatial points of the multivariate data matrix is 100, and its temporal length is taken as 40, 100, 200, 300, 1000. The upper row for each method is for cases with lag-1 autocorrelation being zero. The lower row for each method is for cases with lag-1 autocorrelation being 0.3. The multivariate data is a spatial analog of the AR (2) In this regard, the influence of autocorrelation on the S method is not obvious with large standard deviations of the dof estimates. When the temporal length increases, the dof estimates become quite close to the estimates for the cases of ϭ 0. Therefore, the dof estimates obtained by these four methods are mainly related to the field's correlation matrix. Based on the numerical experiments in this section and previous sections, we may conclude that, overall, the B method is an accurate and robust method for dof estimation.
Data and computation process a. Observational data
The four dof estimation methods are applied to the observational data and GCM output. The observational data used are the Combined Land-Ocean Temperature Anomaly Grids (1854 Grids ( -1994 archived at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR; Jones and Briffa 1992; Jones et al. 1991) . The data are monthly temperature anomalies, which are surface air temperature over land and sea surface temperature over ocean. The temperature field is the superposition of the NCAR global temperature grids and Jones's anomaly dataset. The dataset has a spatial resolution of 5Њ ϫ 5Њ from 87.5ЊS to 87.5ЊN, and from 2.5Њ to 357.5ЊE. For the earlier period, the dataset has a sparse spatial coverage, and the period chosen for our analysis is from 1955 to 1994. Those grids having a total number of missing values greater than 48 months (10% of the total 480 months) in 1955-94 are not included in the calculation. The regions for dof investigation are the Northern Hemisphere (NH), the Southern Hemisphere (SH), and the entire globe. The dof is estimated for two timescales: monthly average and annual mean.
Altogether, we use 1002 grid points in the NH (accounting for 77.3% of the NH's total 1296 grid points) and 658 grid points in the SH (accounting for 50.8% of the SH's total 1296 grid points). Figures 4 and 5 show the grid points used in the Northern and the Southern Hemispheres, respectively. The NH has a very good spatial coverage except for the polar region (north of 72.5ЊN) and the North African region. The SH has a proper spatial coverage of observations over the tropical region and the polar region, but the few dozen grid points over the midlatitude region from 40Њ to 80ЊS will affect the dof estimation.
b. GCM data
The analyzed GCM output is the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) 100-yr control run (Manabe et al. 1991; Manabe et al. 1992) . The model is a general circulation model of the coupled atmosphereocean-land surface system with the global geography and seasonal variation of insolation. The field analyzed is the surface air temperature, which is the temperature at the lowest finite difference level at about 70 m above the surface. The data has a spatial resolution of approximately 4.5Њ ϫ 7.5Њ from 87.75ЊS to 87.75ЊN and from 3.75Њ to 356.25ЊE. The regions for dof estimation are still the NH, the SH, and the entire globe. Both the Northern and the Southern Hemispheres have 960 grid points.
c. Computational process
A preliminary process is carried out before estimating a field's dof. To use the 2 method and Z method for observational surface temperature, the data are standardized for each grid point by their mean and standard deviation estimated from the 40-yr period. In the B method, Monte Carlo simulations are conducted 1000 times, and the dof estimation is repeated 100 times to obtain the mean and the standard deviation of the dof estimates. However, for the GCM output, since 100-yr data is used, the CPU time used to conduct the similar computation is very long. Hence, the dof estimation is repeated 50 times to obtain the mean and the standard deviation of the dof estimates. The comparison shows that only slight differences result if the dof estimation is repeated 100 times. The difference of the standard deviations of dof estimates is small. The difference of the means of dof estimates is less than one-half of their standard deviation.
Dof estimation of the surface temperature field a. Northern Hemisphere
The mean and standard deviation of the dof estimated by the B method for the Northern Hemisphere 1002-gridpoint surface temperature dataset are shown in Fig.  6 as solid lines. An annual cycle of the dof is obvious. The minimum dof occurs in March (50), and the maximum in July (97), consistent with the results in Wallace et al. (1993) . Their research showed that the leading empirical orthogonal function (EOF) of the winter seasonal mean 500-hPa height presents a well-organized spatial pattern, whereas the leading EOF of summer has the same polarity over almost the entire NH. It should be noted that the standard deviation of the dof estimates is approximately 10% of their mean. This deviation is related to the relationship between m/n and n, which is shown in Fig. 1 . When n is large, the value m/n does not change much. Since dof estimation sensitively relies on the estimation of m/n, the number of Monte Carlo simulations should be sufficiently large to obtain a robust estimation. As well, the annual mean temperature has a smaller dof than the monthly average temperature, as shown by the straight solid line in Fig. 6 . For the NH, the annual mean temperature has a dof of 38, consistent with the fact that the annual mean temperature has a larger spatial scale. Our results of dof estimation for the monthly mean temperature are comparable to those obtained in earlier research. The estimated dof's for the seasonal average temperature are around 40, with slightly larger values obtained in summertime by using the correlation decay length method (Jones et al. 1997) . In Livezey and Chen (1983) , the dof's for seasonal average 700-hPa height are 35 for winter and 55 for summer. In their analysis, an estimate of around 30-60 for the dof is also given for the NH, based on the consideration of the number of independent modes (either VOLUME 12 EOFs or spherical harmonics) needed to account for a high percentage of the total variance of the field. From our analysis, the dof for the NH monthly surface temperature is in the range of 50-110.
The spatial sampling has a minor influence on dof estimation obtained from the B method. Reducing the number of grid points by 50% or even 75% has a minor influence on dof estimation. Of course, the reduced grid points are still evenly distributed over the NH. The dashed lines in Fig. 6 present the dof estimated from the B method when using one-quarter (251) of the total grid points (1002). Figure 6 reveals that the reduced grid points cause a minor change in dof estimation. The estimated dof still has a similar annual cycle. The minimum dof occurs in March (45), and the maximum in July (83). The differences of the means of dof estimates are around 4-14, with larger values in the summer when the dof's are also larger and, hence, have larger standard deviations. The annual mean temperature field has almost the same dof for the original and the reduced grid points.
The dof for the Northern Hemisphere surface temperature is much larger than the results of Van den Dool and Chervin (1986) for the monthly 500-hPa height, obtained from the Z method [the maximum dof in June (37) and the minimum dof in December (14)], and the results for daily datasets [24-44, using the idea of the 2 method; Toth (1995); Fraedrich et al. (1995) ; Lorenz (1969) ]. The datasets used by earlier researchers are for height field at higher levels (500, 700, and 200 hPa), whereas our dataset is for surface temperature, which should include more local action centers and have a relatively large dof. The above results are also for different regions, north of 20ЊN in Lorenz (1969) and 30.5Њ-74.7ЊN in Fraedrich et al. (1995) . Thus, our work supplements the existing results. The other methods for dof estimation are also applied to the observational data. The dof's estimated by the 2 method and Z method are compared in Fig. 7 with the results of the B method. Figure 7 reveals that the dof's estimated by the 2 method and Z method have a similar annual cycle as the dof estimated by the B method. However, the dof values are systematically less than those estimated by the B method. For the Z method (dash-dotted line), the dof has a maximum in July (64) and a minimum in March (31). The ratios of the dof's estimated by the Z method to their counterparts estimated by the B method change slightly from 0.56 to 0.68 for different months. In the numerical experiments discussed earlier, the ratio of the dof estimated by the Z method to the true dof is 0.57 for randomly generated data matrices with means and variances that are different from 0 and 1, respectively. If the 2 method is used (dashed line), the maximum dof occurs in July (22) and the minimum occurs in March (15). The ratios of the dof's estimated by the 2 method to those estimated by the B method for different months are also quite close, from 0.23 to 0.30. These ratios can be compared to the value (0.28) we obtained from using the B method (Fig. 2) . This value is the ratio of the estimated dof to the true dof when the number of realizations is 40.
The dof of the NH surface temperature estimated by the S method is quite different from that obtained by using the 2 method, Z method, or B method. If the temperature field is used, the estimated dof varies from 17 (March) to 39 (November). If the standardized temperature field is used, the estimated dof varies from 15 (August) to 24 (January). Based on the numerical experiments presented in section 3 and the above analysis, we may conclude that the 2 method provides an underestimate of the dof when the number of realizations of the field is not large enough. The Z method and S method will provide an underestimate of the dof when the mean and variance of the field vary with different spatial locations. Therefore, in the following analyses, only the B method is used.
b. Southern Hemisphere
The dof estimated by the B method for the SH surface temperature of the period 1955-94 is much less than that of the NH (solid lines in Fig. 8 ). The dof of the SH varies from 33 (December) to 41 (June). The annual mean temperature still has the least dof (27). The annual cycle is not clear compared with that of the NH. It appears, that the dof's of its winter months (40; MayJuly) are even higher than the dof's of its summer months (35; December-February). The data for the period 1958-93 has a larger spatial coverage than that of 1955-94 and has 738 grid points over the SH. The estimated dof obtained by using 1958-93 data is shown in Fig. 8 as dashed lines. Figure 8 reveals that the dof has a minor increase (2-7) because new grid points are included, but the highest dof still occurs in June (48). The lowest dof occurs in December and January (37). At this stage, it is not clear whether the phenomenon is related to the sparse coverage of observations or reflects the real situation of the SH. 
c. Global data
If we merge the data of the NH with those of the SH and estimate the dof for the global surface temperature, the dof of the entire globe should be smaller than the sum of the dof of the NH and the SH since the surface temperature fields of the two hemispheres are not independent, as is shown in Fig. 9 . The annual cycle is also clear and shows similar characteristics to those of the annual cycle of the dof of the Northern Hemisphere's surface temperature (Fig. 6) . The minimum dof occurs in March (69) and the maximum occurs in July (106). The annual mean temperature again has a smaller dof (45). This low dof for the hemispheric and global surface temperature field is not surprising, given the results of global mean temperature estimation (Jones 1994; Shen et al. 1994 ). Figure 10 presents the dof estimates for the GFDL model data over the NH. Compared with the dof of the observational data, the dof of the model output is generally larger. If we consider the fact that the model output used is the temperature 70 m above the surface, the difference is even larger. A similar phenomenon can be noticed in the dof estimation of the seasonal average temperature (Jones et al. 1997 ) and daily data (Fraedrich et al. 1995) . A qualitative explanation is also given in the latter study. Compared with the real atmosphere, the model has a limited number of variables and tends to activate a larger number of its own intrinsic modes to cope with the dynamically required constraints.
Dof estimation of the GCM output a. Northern Hemisphere
In our analysis of climate data, the difference is more obvious in summer than in winter. The greatest difference occurs in June (58), and during the winter from November to February the difference is less than 10, consistent with the results of daily data (Fraedrich et al. 1995) . Thus, in terms of the dof, the GFDL model can produce a better simulation for winter than for summer. This result can also be related to the performance of numerical weather prediction that appears, on average, to be better in winter than in summer (Tracton 1993) . The annual cycle is reproduced in the GFDL model. The difference is that the minimum dof occurs in January (56) instead of March, and the maximum dof oc- Fig. 10 except for the SH.
FIG. 12. As in Fig. 10 except for the entire globe.
curs in June (139) instead of July. Another obvious difference is that unlike the observational data, for which the annual mean temperature field has the fewest dof compared with the dof of monthly data, the annual mean temperature of the GFDL model output even has a larger dof than does the monthly data of January, February, and December. The above results may be of interest to the GCM improvement project.
b. Southern Hemisphere
For the SH (Fig. 11) , the model output still has a larger dof compared with that of the observations. The dof hovers around 105 for different months. The annual mean temperature has the fewest dof (66). The dof appears to tend to be relatively lower during the winter and relatively higher during the summer. The minimum dof occurs in August (93) and the maximum occurs in November (117). Compared with the dof difference between the model output and the observations in the NH, the difference in the SH is larger. The monthly temperature has a difference of 55-80 with relatively larger values during the summer and smaller values during the winter. The annual cycle presents quite different characteristics compared with the observations. Since the spatial coverage of observations is quite sparse in the SH, we are not sure at this stage how to evaluate the difference between the dof of the observational data and of the model output.
c. Global data
The global temperature field (Fig. 12) still has an obvious annual cycle, with the minimum dof occurring in January (131), and the maximum dof occurring in June (206). The dof for the January temperature field is comparable to that (135) obtained by Madden et al. (1993) by using the correlation decay length method and the NCAR Community Climate Model output of January temperature. The annual mean temperature still has far fewer dof (112) compared with the monthly temperature. The difference between the dof of the model output and that of the observations is around 55-115, with larger values from June to September and smaller values from December to February. It is interesting to note that for the annual mean temperature the model output has the same dof (66) for both the NH and the SH surface air temperature. The difference between the model output's and the observations' dof estimates of the annual mean global temperature field is quite large (67). The discrepancy is rather significant, since the dof for the observational temperature field is 38 for the NH, 27 for the SH, and 45 for the global temperature field.
Conclusions and discussion
The comparison of the four selected methods of estimating the spatial degrees of freedom of a climate field shows that the B method can provide a more accurate estimate than the 2 method, Z method, and S method. The latter three all result in underestimates when the number of realizations of the field is not sufficiently large or the field has different mean and variance at different spatial locations. Though the standardized data can be used in the application of these methods, these methods still contain large errors when the data's length is very short. The disadvantage of the B method is that when the number of Monte Carlo simulations is not sufficiently large, the estimate is not robust, but in principle, at this stage of computer development and for the climate field of large spatial scales, this disadvantage is not a major problem. By repeating the B method for a sufficient number of times, the standard deviation of the dof estimates can be estimated. In our analysis, the number of Monte Carlo simulations is 1000. The standard deviation of the dof estimates is around 10% of their mean, which is a reasonable estimate.
The B method's dof estimation of the observational monthly surface temperature shows that the dof of the NH has an obvious annual cycle, with values around 60 in the winter and 90 in the summer. For the SH the dof changes from 35 to 50, and the annual cycle is not clear. It appears that the dof's of the SH's winter months are greater than the dof's of its summer months. For the global temperature field, the dof is less than the sum of the dof of the two hemispheres, implying a correlation W A N G A N D S H E N between them. The dof of the global temperature field has an obvious annual cycle similar to that in the NH, with dof around 75 from December to March and around 95 from June to September.
The dof for the GFDL model output of the surface air temperature is generally larger than that of the observational data. For the NH, the difference is around 10-60, with larger values in its summer months. For the SH, the difference is around 55-80, with larger values also in its summer months. One obvious difference between the dof's of the model output and the observations is that the annual mean temperature for the NH has a larger dof than that of the monthly mean temperature in winter months. Another difference is that for the SH the dof of the model output has a weak annual cycle with a dof around 100 for its winter months and around 110 for its summer months. It is not clear yet whether this difference is caused by the sparse spatial coverage of the observational data over the Southern Hemisphere midlatitude region.
